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Introduction 

 

The objective of this paper is to determine whether the townscape of Lady Grey in the Eastern 

Cape can be characterized as being Boer or English in origin. To determine this, the morphology 

of the human settlement and development of Lady Grey will be analyzed through the identification 

of place-making characteristics, political influences and the impact of the colonial period, post-

colonial period and apartheid. Town structure will be examined according to history of the 

establishment. Focus will fall onto the social background with direct influences to the development 

of the town. Determinants for the selection of the site within the region will be investigated. This 

will be followed by the geography and how that influenced site selection. The influences on the 

town and street layout will be discussed under topography.  

 

The underlying planning principles of Lady Grey will be investigated and analyzed through 

comparison with Boer and English town planning principles. An investigation will follow on how 

some of these principles gave rise to the initial layout of Lady Grey. The development phases and 

location of significant buildings and spaces such as the churches, parsonages, magistracy, 

schools, public squares and cemeteries will be investigated. The investigation will take the form of 

analytical mapping, followed by a description and deductions to formulate conclusions.  

Geometrical patterns of the town layout will be deduced from the conclusions drawn with the 

analytical mapping.  A comparison to Boer and English geometric patterns of town layout will 

follow. Infrastructure such as the roads, railway, power supply and the furrow system are key 

elements in the historical development of Lady Grey creating a sustainable human settlement.   

Street and lot patterns, position of building on site, open spaces and landscaping, and the names 

of streets and spaces, will be explored. The exploration will be supported by the deductions made 

from the analytical mapping investigation, followed by a comparison to that of the Boer and 

English townscape principles.  

 

The characteristics of building materials will be investigated and compared to typical and 

traditional examples of Boer and English building materials. An analysis of architectural forms and 

details found in Lady Grey will follow. Lastly the 20th century interventions will be discussed as a 

summary of the morphology the townscape experienced due to the impact of apartheid. The 

conclusion will be the accumulation of facts that classify Lady Grey as being from Boer or English 

in origin. This will be derived from the analytical study of the town morphology and the results of 

comparison to the characteristics of Boer and English townscapes. The conclusion will become 

the deductions made from substantiation discussed in the paper.  

 

History 

 

Lady Grey was a church founded town. The farm Waaihoek was bought for the church on 30 April 

1857 from four Botha brothers (Lady Grey NG Gemeente, 2012:1). The land was bought by the 

Dutch Reformed Church of Aliwal North “for the purpose of establishing a new congregation” 

(Standard Encyclopedia of Southern Africa, 1972:518). Aliwal North had a well-established church 

council at that time. Aliwal North’s Dutch Reformed Church needed approval from the mother 

church in Graaff Reinet in the Eastern Cape before establishment of a new church was possible. 

As the farming district increased in the district the need for a church increased, due to 

convenience. Farmers from the district had to travel with primitive transport, bad roads and cross 
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rivers to reach Aliwal North for communion. Lady Grey district also included Herschel and 

Sterkspruit, as the towns are known today. It was a long negotiation between the mother church 

and the Dutch Reformed church in Aliwal North before there was decided that a group should be 

dispatched from Aliwal North to the selected site to build the church (Bradish, 2013:personal 

communication).  

 
Figure 1: Map of the Eastern Cape. 2013. 

 

 

The selected site was situated in the northern part 

of the Eastern Cape, near the border of Lesotho, 

“63 km east of Aliwal North and 93 km north-west 

of Barkly East, in a valley at the foot of the 

Witteberge in fine mountain scenery” (Standard 

Encyclopedia of Southern Africa, 1972:518). The 

name of the site was changed from Waaihoek to 

Lady Grey, named after the Cape Governor’s wife, 

Eliza Lucy Spencer Grey. She was the well-loved 

wife of Sir George Grey (Lady Grey: online).  

 

Mr Orpen was appointed as surveyor of the farm by the church council on 30 April 1857. By 8 May 

1857 it was decided that the town should include a church square, a market square and 150 plots 

(Kemp, 1993:10). “The first plots were sold on 3 March 1858” (Standard Encyclopedia of Southern 

Africa, 1972:518). Most plots were sold for R2,00 each (Kemp, 1993:11). 

 

In 1858 the church was built. Lady Grey was still part of the Aliwal North congregation. The 

minister at that stage had to travel to Lady Grey once a month. The Lady Grey community filed an 

application to become independent from the Aliwal North congregation, within the same year. 

Permission was only granted two years later. Thereafter the Dutch reformed church sent general 

appeal to Europe for a missionary. After three unsuccessful appeals, a Scottish missionary, David 

Ross accepted. He came to South Africa by ship in 1862 (Lady Grey NG Gemeente, 2012:1). 

 

David Ross was born 24 May 1831 on a small farm called Little Newlands, close to Auchinblae, a 

town in Scotland. He studied numerous courses, including education, law, medicine and theology 

(Lady Grey NG Gemeente, 2012:2). Ross and his brother both completed their theological studies 

in Scotland. When David Ross decided to accept the appeal for missionary work in South Africa, 

he realized the language gap. High Dutch was the general language at that time, with Afrikaans in 

the early development stages. Ross therefore took Dutch as a subject at the University of Utrecht 

in Holland for one year in preparation for the new language development in South Africa. Both 

brothers left Scotland and arrived in Graaff Reinet. Travel to Lady Grey was with horse and cart 

(Bradish, 2013: personal communication). Ross was confirmed in the Church in 1863. His fiancé, 

Agnes Kimmont Duncan, was still in Scotland at that stage. She followed him to South Africa and 

they got married later that year in Cape Town. From the marriage thirteen children were born and 

Afrikaans became the dominant language within the house (Lady Grey NG Gemeente, 2012:2). 

 

Ross played the key role in town layout as well as the social structure of the town. According to 

Bradish (2013:personal communication)  when Ross arrived in Lady Grey the only structures were 
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the small church, the parsonage, three shops and a handful of houses scattered on the hillside. 

This was confirmed in an article in the Aliwal Weekblad (2006:7). As an eminent man in the 

community and a man with vision, Ross called the men of the town together and told them that 

they are going to build the town. He then helped Mr. Orpen to extend the town layout. Ross 

brought a standard surveying chain with him to South Africa to assist in the surveying process 

(Kemp, 1993:10). Bradish argues that due to a lack of evidence he believes that Ross took a rope, 

22 yards in length, wooden stakes and compass to extend the town layout(2013:personal 

communication). Evidently the town was developed on a geometrical grid. With Ross’s 

background in education, his social concern for the town was to educate the community. With little 

or even no funds schools were successfully established. (Lady Grey NG Gemeente, 2012:3). 

 

 
 

Geography influenced site selection  

 

Lady Grey forms a valley embedded in a mountain range. From the foot of the mountain a steep 

incline of approximately 270m forms the geographical barrier around the town. The land levels out 

on top to form a “large mountain plateau which is dissected by deep river valleys”. “The low lying 

areas therefore consist of the river valleys or watercourses” (Andrews, 1967:21).   

The author suspect the site selection was due to the availability of water at the fountain, the gorge 

and two dams within the mountain range. The niche in the mountain range not only created 

opportunity to capture water on a higher level but also held the potential to use gravity as the force 

needed to develop a furrow system. This created the potential to develop agricultural plots. The 

mountain range also provided protection from wind in the valley.  

 

Topography influenced town and street layout 

 

The major part of the Lady Grey district is made up of basalt, therefore large volcanic beds are 

present in the area. Soil derived from basalt rock is of residual and colluvium origin. Sandstone is 

also common in the area (Andrews, 1967:21-24).   

The site for the church was chosen as a central part of the farm on a hillock (Lady Grey:online). 

On the hillock an outcrop runs through the site, a solid reef of land that is prominent, this was ideal 

for the structure with eternal value. For the purpose of orientation and defense the church had a 

large steeple. No trees were planted on the site, to eliminate obstructions of views (Bradish, 

2013:personal communication). Town development took place longitudinally with the incline of the 

Figure 2: Oldest known photo of 

Lady Grey. Presumably early 

1960’s. Copy emailed to author 

by D. Oertel on 11 Sept 2013. 
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land. This later created the opportunity for a furrow system, a principle of Afrikaner dorpe 

development (Haswell, 1979:692).  

 

Underlying planning principles 

 

“The towns and cities of South Africa were established by people of either English or Dutch 

descent, whose different cultural backgrounds led to townscapes of considerable diversity. English 

villages and towns and Afrikaner dorpe can be contrasted and recognized as distinct elements in 

the South African landscape” (Haswell, 1979:686). According to Haswell (1979:687) the first 

defining characteristic of a dorp would be the settlement’s agricultural nature, rather than the 

urban nature present in an English town. 

 

Development of a settlement due to church establishment is a characteristic of the early Afrikaner 

dorpe (Haswell,1980:3) as it was the case with Lady Grey. Haswell (1980:3) describes the typical 

Afrikaner dorp layout as rows of erven lined with gabled houses, tree lined streets and water 

furrows. The nucleated layout of ‘nagmaal’ houses that surrounds the large open church square is 

the most evident characteristic (Haswell,1980:3). The church will be centralized on the open 

square, and the remaining space was used by farmers and their families to camp, outspan and 

trade on communion weekends, as was the case with Lady Grey. Typically the church grounds 

became central to the dorp layout with a single street, called Church Street, which terminated in 

the church grounds in Afrikaner dorpe (Haswell, 1980:5). All of this is evident in Lady Grey except 

for the gabled houses (see Figure 3).  

The initial layout of Lady Grey can be described as three dominant squares of land, equal in size 

and evenly spaced, that created the central part of the settlement. They functioned as Market 

Square, Church Square and the parsonage. Typically Church Square, as the dominant function in 

a church founded town, would have the largest open space, due to hierarchy and the 

accommodation needs of communal weekends. But in the case of Lady Grey equal hierarchy was 

given to the three erven, with Church Square only defined as more important by the hillock it was 

situated on. The erven were linked by Church Street, which did not terminate in the church, but 

rather continued to terminate in the parsonage. This together with the size of the parsonage erf 

confirmed the importance of the minister. Erf layout stopped before the parsonage, separating the 

Figure 3: Initial layout of Lady 

Grey. 2013. Derived by author 

from old lot numbers on copy of 

original town map of Lady Grey 

1859. 
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parsonage with the rest of the settlement by Stapelberg Street, adding to the significance of the 

parsonage and the social hierarchy of the minister. From Stabelberg street the 150 erven were laid 

out in eight long rows. The erven all equal in size were grouped mostly in combinations of four and 

ended with combinations of two on the opposite side of the settlement layout.        

Afrikaner dorp erven ran from street to street, in a longitudinal layout (Haswell, 1980:3). The 

author found these characteristics present in Lady Grey, with a furrow system for agricultural plots 

running along one of the sides, and trees lining both sides. Centralization around the church 

square is evident, due to the fact that the church sold portions of land for ‘nagmaal huisies’, 

situated around the perimeter of the church. It is not a dense layout according to the author, since 

erven were more square shaped than the typical long rectangular shapes of Afrikaner dorp erven. 

Houses therefore didn’t form a continuous row and was not linked by a boundary wall, but rather 

scattered on the building line boundaries, facing the church. Later the retired farmers and wives 

would live in these houses as the children took over the farms. Originally a ‘nagmaal huisie’ had 

three bedrooms, as the families grew more rooms were added. No more than 6 rooms in total. 

Bradish (2013:personal communication) presumed that servants stayed in wagons. Scattered 

houses being more common in English town development.  

 

 

 

 

Development phases and location of buildings and spaces 

 

Early Afrikaner dorpe developed slowly, but in a regulated manner (Haswell,1980:7), as was the 

case with Lady Grey. From 1859 to 1873 (referring to Figure 6) the initial layout of Lady Grey was 

extended. David Ross assisted Orpen, the surveyor, with the layout and surveying of the 

extensions (Kemp, 1993:10). The initial settlement became central and extension took on the 

same geometric layout on all four sides. The street between the initial layout and the extension to 

the south was called David Ross Street. Adjacent to the axis the three main squares formed 

through Lady Grey were the Perdedam on the one end and the old cemetery on the opposite end. 

The cemetery bordered on the outline of Lady Grey, typical of Afrikaner dorp development, where 

cemeteries are located on the periphery of settlements. In contrast cemeteries appeared on 

church grounds in British developed towns (Haswell, 1979:691). 

 

Figure 4: Centralization around Church Square. 

2013. Derived by author from remaining historical 

building placement in Lady Grey.  

Figure 5: Parsonage Square. 1905. Copy emailed 

to author by D. Oertel on 11 Sept 2013. 
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The first Church of Lady Grey was built in 1860, with measurements of 18 x 10m. The first post 

office was erected in 1864 and the old Missionary School in 1865 (Andrews, 1967:5). According to 

the Aliwal Weekblad (2006:7) three shops, a hotel and a bar were present in Lady Grey by 1861. 

Joubert street then became the center of commercial development (Bradish, 2013:personal 

communication). According to the author Joubert Street experienced development because it was 

adjacent to the Church Square, and between Church and Market Square, which was the center for 

trade during that time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Lady Grey development 1859 - 1873. Intervention by author on copy of original town map of Lady Grey 

1859. Copy emailed to author by D. Oertel on 11 Sept 2013. 

Figure 7: Historic photo of Lady Grey. Presumably between 1860 and 1911. Copy emailed to author by D. Oertel 

on 11 Sept 2013. 
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Development between 1873 and 1950 can be classified as densification (referring to Figure 8). 
Open lots were built on, larger structures were erected, Market Square was changed and more 
functions were added to Lady Grey. Market Square was reduced in 1873, because the equivalent 
of four erven were needed for a school hostel. The church council reassigned these four erven to 
the town commission and by 1875 the building was erected by C. Scholtz. These words stood in 
the contractual agreement: “De vergadering geven de voorkeur aan de vier erven op het markt 
plein die den kerkraad heft aangeboden” (Oertel, 2013: email). 
 

Commercial development in Joubert Street increased, by 1882 there were 5 shops and by 1893 

five large stores, smaller shops and 3 hotels were present (Aliwal Weekblad, 2006:7). In 1889 two 

erven, centrally located in Lady Grey south from the Church Square (see K on Figure 8) was 

developed into a Magistrate with an office, court room, jail and post office. Three buildings linked 

on the site to accommodate the functions. On the side of Grey Street two elongated buildings 

housed the third post office and telegraph office of Lady Grey and the Magistrate, courtroom and 

office. A courtyard linked these two building with the jail and rooms for the warders (Oertel, 2013: 

email).  

 

Church development were at its peak during this period, the old Dutch Reformed Church were 

demolished in 1911 and a larger church was built in 1913 to seat 1200 to 1500 people (Bradish, 

2013:personal communication). The new sandstone structure had characteristics of Gothic 

architecture, with a “tall spire that dominated the skies”, typical of Afrikaner dorp development 

(Haswell, 1979:687). The Anglican Church and Methodist Church were built in 1906 (Oertel, 2013: 

email). These sites was allocated to the churches were small and was not an integral part of the 

town layout as was with the Dutch Reformed church. As Lady Grey was developed by the Dutch 

Reformed Church the primary church erf was the largest in size and centrally located. The 

Anglican and Methodist churches only developed later and had to make do with erven assigned to 

them, even if these erven originally had residential function.  According to Haswell Anglican 

services did not take place as large congregations each quarter and therefor did not need the 

large open church square (Haswell, 1979:689).  

 

Other buildings such as the David Ross School, now known as Lady Grey Arts Academy, were 

built in 1927 (Oertel, 2013: email). And facilities such as the tennis courts, golf course and new 

cemetery were added to a new extension to the west of layout of Lady Grey.  

 

From 1950 to 2013 (referring to Figure 9) the central part of Lady Grey didn’t experience drastic 

change except for the fall of Market Square and the shift of the commercial area. Drastic changes 

were experienced in the larger contextual development of the town; with the development of 

Transwilger, the informal settlement for coloured people, to the north and Kwhezilanedi, the 

informal settlement for black people, to the south. The fall of Market Square was due to the 

relocation of the Post Office and Magistrate Offices. The municipal buildings were erected on an 

adjacent strip of erven. By the late 1960’s Lady Grey had ten shops, two attorney offices, two 

commercial banks, two garages, two butchers, two hotels and a library (Andrews, 1967:5). A 

police station and hospital were also built during this time frame. The commercial area shifted to 

the entrance and main street of Lady Grey, due to the change in function of Church Square. The 

custom of communion weekends disappeared due to transport improvement, road development 

and church services were held every Sunday. 
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Figure 9: Lady Grey development 1950 - 

2013. Intervention by author on municipal 

town plan of Lady Grey. Municipality of 

Lady Grey. July 2013. 

Figure 8: Lady Grey development 1873 - 

1950. Intervention by author on copy of 

original town map of Lady Grey 1859. 

Copy emailed to author by D. Oertel on 

11 Sept 2013. 
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The township of Khwezinaledi, south west of Lady Grey was established in 1921, due to the urban 
segregation of Apartheid.  In 1923 the Urban Areas Act was “passed requiring local authorities to 
establish separate locations for the Black population,” this was developed to control the “migration 
of the Black population to the towns” (Christopher, 1994: 38). The first school in the township was 
built in 1928 by the municipality. It was a corrugated iron structure. In total there were 96 houses 
of which two were used as a post office (Senqu Municipality: 6). According to Andrews (1967:8) 
the “European population increased from 1921 to 1931”, there after the European population 
decreased while the Black and Coloured population increased. With the Group Areas Act of 1950, 
the concept was to create urban spatial segregation within towns and cities. Towns were divided 
into racial group areas. “The guidelines proposed that group areas be drawn on a sectoral pattern 
with compact blocks of land for each group, capable of extension outwards as the city grew” 
(Christopher, 1994: 105). These areas took the form of suburbs or “dormitory towns” (Floyd, 1960: 
204). “Group areas were to be separated by buffer strips of open land” to form barriers for social 
interaction and movement (Christopher, 1994: 105-106). Buffer strips took forms of open land, 
railways, roads, rivers and ridges (Floyd, 1960: 204). The development of Group Areas cannot be 
classified as town planning schemes according to Floyd (1960:204) but as a development due to 
racial reservation. 
 
Although Floyd (1960:204) believes that informal settlements cannot be classified as town 
development, the author found similarities between the layout of Khwezinaledi and the English 
pattern of town development rooted in the Garden City concept (Kirchhofer, 1958: 24). “In the 
English pattern a feeder street transverses the residential unit to give access to development 

Figure 11: Khwezinaledi development 1921 - 2013. Intervention by author on municipal town plan of Lady Grey. 

Municipality of Lady Grey. July 2013. 

Figure 10: English pattern. 1958. Kirchhofer, M. Sasolburg O.F.S. SA Architectural Record. 
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streets which in the shape of loops, cul-de-sacs and courts from the setting for the spatial grouping 
of buildings in a restful atmosphere”. The English pattern also has the concept of schools and 
parks that are situated centrally in a residential cell, a road would separate these areas from the 
rest of the residential area (Kirchhofer, 1958: 24). Khwezinaledi has an organic layout structure 
forming cell-like groupings as defined by the English pattern. Feeder streets also transverse to 
define residential cells. Streets that connect to the feeder streets in Khwezinaledi took the form of 
loops and cul-de-sacs. Schools and public spaces were distributed throughout the settlement with 
roads forming barriers around these spaces, accompanying these spaces are other public 
facilities. These facilities include churches, cemeteries, sport fields, community facilities and a 
market area.  
 

Geometrical pattern of the town layout 

 

Lady Grey has a geometric layout. The longitudinal streets adhere to the incline of the area. Erven 

on the Northern periphery started to adhere to the organic form of the mountain range. And in a 

lesser sense it is evident on the Southern to the South Eastern periphery, as the foot of the 

mountain folds around the town (see Figure 9). The rest of the layout ignores the surrounding 

landscape, but this is over-written by the fact that layout was suitable for its functional purpose of 

creating agricultural lots irrigated by a furrow system.    

 

In contrast Khwezinaledi has an organic layout, which follows the curves of the surrounding 

landscape. It is embedded in a niche in the mountain range on the incline. The curves that adhere 

to the landscape are reflected from the periphery inwards to the central layout.    

 

Infrastructure  

 

Infrastructure such as roads, railway, power supply, and the furrow system were key elements in 

the historical development of Lady Grey to create a sustainable human settlement. The town’s 

water came from the town dam in the mountain range and a gorge. Water for the furrow system 

was supplied by the Perdedam. After the Anglo-Boer war there was a financial crisis in Lady Grey, 

mostly white men from the town started to build the flat sandstone furrows (Bradish, 2013:personal 

communication). Furrow systems developed by the Boers are a key element in Afrikaner dorp 

development according to Haswell (1980:11). Later a 160m liter concrete reservoir was built and 

the dam in the mountain range was enlarged (Standard Encyclopedia of Southern Africa, 

1972:518). Lady Grey dam development took place in 1925 by Mr. Stromoe from Cape Town. A 

concrete wall of 25m in height was built (Senqu Municipality: 6). Another dam was built in the 

mountain due to a need for more water. The Witfonteindam was completed in 1986 (Kemp, 

1993:15). This satisfied the water supply to the town. An electricity scheme was started in 1859 

and is still supplied by the municipal power-station (Standard Encyclopedia of Southern Africa, 

1972:518). Roads are mostly gravel roads with only the main roads tarred (Senqu Municipality: 6). 

In 1904 the railway between Aliwal North and Lady Grey was opened (Andrews, 1967: 5). Train 

tracks touch the outskirt of town, with a train station. 

 

Street and lot patterns 

  

English founded towns were usually laid out on a grid street pattern, houses and commercial 

facilities are not separated as with Afrikaner founded dorpe, but rather the variety of houses and 

businesses within lots. “…[A]nd the greater variety of land usage, resulted in a townscape which is 
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considerably less uniform and regulated than the Afrikaner dorpface” (Haswell, 1979:691). Lady 

Grey developed in a regulated manner with commercial areas defined within the residential layout. 

Longitudinal streets are bisected perpendicularly by shorter streets, creating blocks comprising of 

four erven each. The development of wide streets was because of the fact that a full span of oxen 

with a wagon needed to turn in the streets (Bradish, 2013: personal communication). The large 

agricultural plots in Lady Grey were later subdivided to adjust to the needs of the town, with the 

increase in residents and the agricultural lands that fell in disuse (Bradish, 2013:personal 

communication). 

Periphery streets in the township, Khwezinaledi, are organic and are dissected by parallel streets. 

The lots are uniform in shape and size but remarkably smaller than the size of lots in the town.  

 

Position of buildings on site   

 

With Afrikaner dorpe layout houses were typically built on the edge of the building line of each erf, 

facing the street. This was to maximize the cultivation area, but also because the occupancy 

regulations required it. The regulation prescribed a “single line of solidly built structures” (Haswell, 

1979:686). Most of the original houses in Lady Grey were positioned in such a way, but didn’t form 

the uniform continuous line of houses as previously discussed. Some exceptions had an English 

lot layout were houses were typically positioned centrally in relation to the erf (Haswell, 1979:689). 

According to Haswell (1980:5) “occupants wanted their houses to face each other”, therefor 

“houses occurred only along alternate streets”, due to the street to street lot layout. The author 

suspects that some of the lots in Lady Grey might have had that layout before lots were sub-

divided; derived from erven behind the church in Huet-, Church-, Murray- and Grey Street (see 

Figure 4).  

 

 
 

 

 

Open spaces and landscaping  

 

Land was originally set aside for the Market Square and for decades it served as public space in 

Lady Grey. The presence of a market square is a characteristic of an Afrikaner dorp (Haswell, 

1980:11). First Market Square was reduced in size to accommodate the need for a school hostel. 

And recently the rest of the Square was used by the municipality to build a post office and 

Magistrate buildings. Such occurrences in town development is common according to Haswell 

(1980:11) “[t]his sequence of events has robbed the public of its central open spaces and 

invariably resulted in unsightly area which retain only tenuous links to their past function and 

appearances”, and as a result it changes the character of the town. Open spaces to the English 

Figure 12: Building placement on erf 64. 1895 

diagram and subdivided in 1946. Copy emailed 

to author by D. Oertel on 1 Oct  2013. 

Figure 13: Building placement on erf 381. 1881 

diagram and subdivided in 1949. Copy emailed 

to author by D. Oertel on 5 Oct  2013. 
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meant social connection nodes, such as fields for cricket, polo and tennis courts (Haswell, 

1979:689). Lady Grey has a golf course and tennis courts situates on the periphery of town, 

possibly being a British influence. 

 

Erf owners used to plant and sow their land and enclose the property with a sod wall (Haswell, 

1980:7). This formed the landscaping of the erven. The erven served the purpose of producing 

produce to nourish the owners (Haswell,1980:3 ). In Lady Grey fruit trees and vegetables were 

planted, the fruit and vegetables were used by the household as well as sold at the market for 

income (Bradish, 2013:personal communication). English founded towns usually had gardens 

surrounding the house with English flowers, shrubs and scattered trees (Haswell, 1979:689). 

Names of streets and spaces   

 

Streets were named after royalty or local officials in English towns (Haswell, 1979:688). Streets 

names in Afrikaner dorpe usually reflect the function of spaces adjacent to the street or the 

function of the street. For example Church Street would terminate in the church, Loop Street would 

usually be a long street with pedestrian walkways and lined with trees. Berg Street would 

terminate in the mountain view and Long Street would be a long street in town (Haswell, 

1979:687). In Lady Grey streets names were giving after counselors (Bradish, 2013:personal 

communication),thus  being a British influence. Church Street was not an exception, but was 

coincidentally named after the first counselor Mr. Church (Bradish, 2013:personal communication). 

Other street names include, Grey Street, David Ross Street, Cloete Street and Murray Street. 

Church square and Market Square are typical Dutch naming principles. 

 

Characteristics of building materials  

 

The materials typical used by British settlers were local shale, thatched roofs and red half-round 

overlapping tiles (Haswell, 1979:689). Local shale can be seen on a few building in Lady Grey; 

mostly corrugated iron roofs are evident on historical photographs. During repairs to the Standard 

Bank building it was found that the exterior walls had no footings but the weight rested on stones, 

packed with mud fill and set in clay subsoil. This resulted in extensive cracking (Aliwal Weekblad, 

2006:7). Thick white washed clay walls, treated with lime are common in Lady Grey, which 

originated from the Cape Dutch influence and is typical in Afrikaner dorpe (Haswell, 1980:11). 

Wooden windows, finishes and rails treated with paint also form part of the building materials. 

 

Architectural forms and details  

 

Victorian, Georgian and typical Karoo houses are common in Lady Grey. Most of these houses 

are rounded off with the traditional ‘stoep’, with either clay, wood or steel columns to support the 

overhanging roof. Some of the Victorian houses have the typical decorative ‘stoep’ finishes. 

Streets were to be regarded as a single architectural composition according to Haswell (1980:11) 

in the creation of Afrikaner dorpe. This was not the case in Lady Grey, streets were not developed 

as a continuous entity. The layout of typical houses built by the British settlers had main features 

such as a central passage and small windows (Haswell, 1979:689), evident in some of the 

historical houses in Lady Grey. Afrikaner dorp houses were dominantly developed to have a Cape-

Dutch style of architecture (Haswell, 1979:687). Cape-Dutch then developed into Karoo 

architecture, which forms most of the historical architecture in Lady Grey.  
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Environmental scars of transformation 

 

Environmental vestiges or scars of the town’s transformation to form an apartheid settlement, was 

due to the impact of the Group Areas Act, and gave rise to the establishment of townships outside 

town. Within the Lady Grey community there was a peaceful relationship between races. The 

black population lived on the hill area inside town, the coloured population on the north eastern 

side of Lady Grey and the white population in the central town area(Bradish, 2013:personal 

communication). With the impact of the Group Areas Act, the larger context of Lady Grey 

settlement was divided in three separate segments. Between Transwilger and Lady Grey an open 

piece of land and a river formed the barrier, but it is not as prominent as the barrier that separated 

Lady Grey and Khwezinaledi. This barrier comprised of a hill, open land and the road leading to 

town. The effect resulted in a townscape that is not integrated or uniform. No central concept binds 

the three developments, and the way barrier zones need be treated for future development 

becomes sensitive and complex.   

 

Conclusion  

 

Lady Grey originated as a Dutch Reformed Church founded dorp, which is the typical Afrikaner 

dorp purpose of development. The site was chosen to be central for the farming district to gather 

on communion weekends, but also due to the proximity of water. Lady Grey development with 

longitudinal streets, adhering to the incline of the land. This later created the opportunity for a 

furrow system, both principle of Afrikaner dorpe development (Haswell, 1979:692). Initially Lady 

Grey was developed as three dominant squares of land, equal in size and evenly spaced, that 

created the central part of the settlement. They functioned as Market Square, Church Square and 

the parsonage. From the periphery of the parsonage the 150 erven were laid out in eight long 

rows. This is not typical Afrikaner or English town development principles. But the fact that these 

three dominant spaces are present and were assigned first to the layout of Lady Grey, makes the 

initial geometric layout characteristic of Afrikaner dorp development. The organized manner in 

which extensions were addressed and functional areas in Lady Grey change is also characteristic 

of Afrikaner dorp development.  

 

Wide streets, buildings placed on the edge and in some cases in corners of sites are evident that 

classical Dutch town development was present. English influences can be noted in the names of 

streets, functions of new public spaces added to town and some central positioned buildings on 

erven. The agricultural use of plots, supported by the furrow system is Dutch interventions. 

Figure 14: Old hostel building. Date 

unknown. Copy emailed to author 

by D. Oertel on 5 Oct  2013. 

Figure 15: Parsonage. Date 

unknown. Copy emailed to author 

by D. Oertel on 11 Sept  2013. 

Figure 16: Decorative Victorian ‘stoep’ finishes. 

Date unknown. SA Country Life, June 1996. 

Figure 17: Karoo ‘nagmaal huisie’. Date 

unknown. Copy emailed to author by D. Oertel 

on 1 Oct  2013. 
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Characteristics of building material and architectural forms and details have the presence of both 

Dutch and British influences.  

 

In conclusion the settlement of Lady Grey can be classified an Afrikaner dorp with the presence of 

English interventions. This excludes the larger contextual developments of Transwilger and 

Khwezinaledi. Apartheid left its scar, creating a segregated townscape, divided by natural and 

man-made boundaries. These developments cannot be classified as town planning interventions 

according to Floyd (1960:204) but as a development due to racial reservation. The author noted 

the presence of the English pattern principles explained by Kirchhofer in 1958. This was probably 

not a direct influence, but rather a practical layout that adhered to the landscape. In the authors 

opinion the layout of Khwezinaledi might be more socially sustainable than that of Lady Grey; due 

to the presence of central public spaces, forming nodal points in the social and structural layout of 

the settlement. 
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